Are you a food lover? Do you like fast food or you love traditional foods? Either you like Western food, Asian food or Chinese food, you must know about the food before eat. So in this post we collect some great and unique food trivia questions, which include fast foods, world food, questions about famous drink around the world. We also discuss some Australian, and UK base foods. So stay with us and read food questions and answers below. It contains 140+ trivia’s.

fast food trivia questions and answers

1. Minorcan clam chowder is a spicy version of chowder, mostly found in which area?
   Florida restaurant near St Augustine and northeast corner of Florida

2. New England clam chowder is also known as?
   Boston clam chowder

3. Which cookie mostly serve as a dessert in Chinese restaurant located in USA?
   Fortune cookie

4. What are the main ingredient of New England clam chowder?
   Milk, potato’s, onion and clams

5. Which bakery first time make fortune cookie?
   San Francisco bakery Benkyodo

6. Who claim that he invented fortune cookie in 1918?
   David Jung, founder of Hong Kong Noodle

7. Coca cola first time sold in which American state?
   Georgia

8. Spanish Omelet is also known as what?
   Spanish Tortilla

9. Fast food concept initiated from which country and from which year?
   Initiated from USA White Castle in 1921

10. How many fast food restaurant exist in USA?
    More than 300000

11. McDonald found on which date?
    May 15, 1940

12. Who was the founders of McDonald?
    Richard and Maurice McDonald
13. How many franchises of McDonald exist around the world?
37241 (in 2017)

14. Brunswick stew is traditional dish of USA. In which area it is more popular?
South America

15. McDonald is famous for which products?
Hamburgers, cheese burgers and French fries

16. Which ingredient’s are mostly use in Brunswick stew?
Tomato base, vegetables, local beans, and small pork meat.

**world food trivia questions and answers**

In the whole world, there are hundreds of tasty foods. Food taste and verity changed according to region. Some regions like in Asia, people love to eat spicy food. They give priority to taste over health. In western countries, most people are very conscious about health. And they are always want to eat healthy food. So let’s read the food questions and answers and gain some knowledge about world food.

17. How we can convert white sugar into brown sugar?
By adding Molasses

18. Which type of cocktail served in a cooper mug?
Moscow mule

19. Salt contain which type of atoms?
Sodium and chlorine

20. Star buck initiated in which year?
1971

21. Halo Halo is a special and popular dissert of which country?
Philippine

22. Watermelon contain how much percentage of water?
92%

23. Star fruit is also known as?
Carambola
24. Limburger cheese belong from which country?  
Belgium

25. Which chili is consider to be hottest in the world?  
Ghost pepper

26. Devils on horseback required which 2 main ingredients?  
Bacons and prunes

27. Which country was the founder of sweet egg tarts?  
Portugal

**Health food trivia questions and answers**

28. If your body need fibers, Vitamin C and antioxidants, then which fruit you need to eat?  
Apple

29. Which special nutrient found in avocados?  
Fat

30. Bananas are good souce of which nutrients and vitamins?  
Potassium and vitamin B6 and fiber

31. Which fruit is one of the best source of anti oxidant?  
Blue berries

32. if you want to increase your HDL (high density lipo protein) by 10% then what you need to do?  
Eat 2 eggs daily for 6 weeks

33. If the level of HDL in your body is high it means what?  
Risk of heart disease is low

34. Eggs contain choline nutrient, do you know what function perform by choline?  
Producing signaling modules in the brain

35. Egg is a perfect food which contains a bit of almost every nutrient you need. Is this statement true?  
Yes

36. Chicken breasts are the great source of?  
Protein

37. Garlic is helpful to control?
Blood pressure and cholesterol levels

**Food trivia multiple choice**

38. French blue cheese “Roquefort” made from which animal milk?
   1. Cow
   2. **Ship**
   3. Camel

39. Which fast food franchise chain is most spreaded in the world?
   1. KFC
   2. McDonald
   3. **Subway**

40. Dijon mustard is a product of which country?
   1. Japan
   2. **France**
   3. Germany

41. Chopstick introduced by which country?
   1. Thailand
   2. Japan
   3. **China**

42. Mountain dew originally created as a mixer for whiskey. Is it true?
   1. Yes
   2. No

43. KFC stands for?
   1. Kitchen fried chicken
   2. **Kentucky fried chicken**

44. Coca cola company created which soft drink to compete Dr Pepper?
   1. Mr. Fibb
   2. **Mr Pibb**
45. Scoville scale is used for what purpose?
   1. Measure the quantity of salt
   2. Measure the spicy heat of peppers

46. Which soup is most popular in Vietnam?
   1. Tho
   2. Kho
   3. Pho

47. Red licorice is a product of which popular brand?
   1. Red pepper
   2. Red Vines

48. “The Chinese takeout” box was invented by which country?
   1. China
   2. Germany
   3. United States?

49. The green sauce chimichurri originated from which country?
   1. Philippine
   2. Australia
   3. Argentina

50. What is tandoor?
   1. Type of fruit
   2. Type of oven

51. The national dish of Scotland is?
   Haggis

52. Who invented bubble tea and in which year?
   Taiwan in 1980

53. The white part of inside an egg called what?
   Albumen
54. Peach is famous fruit of which state of USA?
Georgia

55. Which food is consider to be family food in USA?
Spaghetti

56. Which soft drink consider to be oldest soft drink in USA?
Doctor pepper

57. The word “Potato” comes from which Spanish word?
Patata

58. Brick cheese was invented by whom?
John Jossi

59. What is the name of traditional soft drink of Maine?
Moxie

60. Sushi food is normally wrap with which thing?
Seaweed

61. Hot dogs created by which country?
Germany

62. Which 2 ingredient are required to make Cuba Libre?
Rum and coke

63. In bunol Spain which fruit is used during annual food fight festival?
Tomato

64. In C & H sugar, what C and H stands for?
C = California and H = Hawaii

**food trivia 2018**

65. According to thisisinsider.com which was the most popular food of 2018 in the USA?
Bean burritos

66. Who was the best chef of 2018?
Joel Robuchon (according to trulyexperiences.com)

67. Which soft drink mostly sold in 2018?
68. Tom Yum is a popular soup of which country?
   Thailand
69. What is the main ingredient use in Tom Yum?
   Shrimp (Prawn)
70. What is the meaning of Tom in English language?
   Boiling process
71. What Yum means in Thai language?
   Spicy Salad
72. Normally what ingredients are use in Tom Yum?
   Lemongrass, Kaffir lime leaves, Galangal, lime juice, fish sauce etc.
73. Thai curry involve special milk of what?
   Coconut

food and drink trivia questions and answers printable

Drinks are also an important thing for life. Different countries invent different drinks according to their people taste. In this section very collect some best questions related to drink.

74. Most easily cooked food is?
   Boil eggs
75. Aachener printen originated from which city of Germany?
   Aachen
76. Initially printen was sold by whom?
   Aachen’s pharmacists
77. Do you know the Ireland famous beer name?
   Guiness
78. In Malaysian language what banana called?
   Pisang
79. Which beer has cherries flavored?
Kriek beer
80. Which beer is called king of beer?
   Budweiser
81. Do you know table salt formula?
   NaCl
82. Japanese sake made from which food?
   Rice
83. Which type of beer is most famous in Mexico?
   Corona

interesting food questions

84. Which dish is a national cuisine of Thailand?
   Thai cuisine
85. In 2017 how many Thai food was exist in “World 50 Best Foods” list?
   7
86. What are the main ingredient in khanom Chin?
   Rice noodles
87. What is the meaning of “Chin” in Khanom chin?
   Chinese
88. Taco is a traditional dish of which country?
   Mexico
89. What are the main ingredients of Pozole?
   Pork meat, Onion, Pepper, Garlic, Limes etc
90. Which food Mexicans use as a breakfast?
   Chilaquiles
91. What is the most widely eaten food in the world?
   Rice
92. Which food is widely eaten in Mexico?
93. Belgium is the producer of which beer?
Stella beer

94. Which drink is origin from Cuba?
Cocktail Majito

95. Pitta bread originated from which country?
Greece

96. What we called deer meat?
Venison

97. Which country is the largest producer of Banana’s?
India

98. Pizza Hut initiated from which country?
The USA

99. Corn is also known as what?
Maize

100. “Beefsteak” is a type of Tomato. Is it true?
Yes

101. In which climate coconut grow better? Cold or warm?
Warm

102. Pumpkins used to carve-o-lanterns during which event?
Halloween

Food trivia questions for adults

103. What is the most widely eaten meat?
Pork
104. Cointreau alcohol contain mostly which flavor?
Orange

105. Ice cream invented by which country?
China

106. Do you know the name of oldest vegetable?
Pea

107. Qorma is a popular dish of which country?
Pakistan

108. Japanese favorite drink “Sake” made from which food?
Rice

109. Which 2 popular fruits are anagrams with each other?
Lemon and melon

110. Marzipan use which type of nuts?
Almonds

111. Which one has more caffeine? Coffee or tea?
Coffee

112. The 3rd most popular soft drink in UK is?
Lucozade

113. Gin Gin city located in which country?
Australia

114. Which alcohol is the main ingredient of Zombie cocktail?
Rum

115. Venison obtain from which animal?
Deer

116. Bacon meat come from which type of animal?
Pig
117. Tequila originated from which country? Mexico
118. Ager ager is a type of gelatin. Is it true? Yes
119. Cocaine was added as an ingredient in CoCa Cola till which year? Till 1903
120. What Pakistan and Indian people called cooking oil? Ghee
121. Biryani is a famous dish of which country? Pakistan and India
122. What is the name of break in Pakistan? Roti

Food trivia questions and answers 2017

123. Crocus is a flower from which we got spice of what? Saffron
124. Prunes are made from? Dried plums
125. How we pronounce “House wine” in German language? Hauswein
126. Alcohol Amaretto has flavor of which nut? Almond
127. Bean curd is also known as what? Tofu
128. Which alcohol made from Potatoes? Aquavit
129. What is the scientific name of apple? Malus Pumila
130. Ginger wine mixed with wisky to make what?
Whisky Mac

131. What is “Garam masala” in urdu language?
   Hot spicy

132. What is the most popular britain’s fruit flavored soup?
   Tomato

133. What will be the output when you add fresh fruit to red wine?
   Sangria

Food trivia questions Australia

134. What is the national cake of Australia?
   Lamingtons

135. Which ingredient make lamingtons so tasty?
   Dipped chocolate and desiccated coconut

136. Which bakery of Australia currently got award as a best lamington holder?
   Kytons bakery in Adelaide

137. According to MTV from where you can got the best burger in Australia?
   Burger Me Fresh in Coolangatta

138. Which bakery was the winner of 2016 “The Great Aussie Pie Competition?”
   The Oven Crisp Bakery in Riverion, WA

139. Barramundi is a popular dish of Australia. What does it means?
   “Large-scaled river fish”

140. Vegemite on toast can be use as what?
   Breakfast, lunch or anytime snack

141. Vegemite on toast is a great alternative for vegetarians is it true?
   Yes

Food Trivia questions UK
142. Worcestershire sauce was invented by which country?
England

143. Which water you can use instead of OJ or Lemonade?
Barley water

144. late morning pastries and tea called what?
Elevenes

145. What we called the dish made with animal stomach filled with grain and roasted?
Haggis

146. Which foreign food is famous in Britain?
Carry

147. In England sandwich is also known as?
Butty
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